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Amazing asteroid!
Brown bats with big bellies
Chocolate

car cake C c
Doggy drives a digger
Electric eel
Five fingers full of fun! Ff
Giggling girls in the grass
Hairy humps
Interesting insects inside
Jiggling

Jj

jelly
Kids go karting
L

Leaping lambs
Making milk (and mooing!)
Nighttime noises
The oven is open.
Painting pictures of people
Quickly, queen!
Rowing down a rainbow river
Sausages
Sizzling in the sun
Tippy toes
U u
Umbrella underpants
Very, very violet
With wings and wheels
X-ray Rex
Yogurt for a yellow yak
Zebra
zip
Z
Z
So many letters on the alphabet tree,
spell all the words for the things we see.

W's a tricky one, then

and XYZ!
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